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The purpose of this paper is to describe new schemes of interpolation to the
boundary values of a function defined on a triangle. These schemes are affine
invariant and combine several Hermite interpolants. They are not, however.
finite dimensional schemes. The simplest scheme is exact for quadratic functions,
uses rational linear weighting ("blending") functions analogous to the methods of
Mangeron and Coons for rectangles, and satisfies a maximum principle. For any
positive integer p, there is an analogous scheme which interpolates on the boundary
to the function and all its partial derivatives of order p 1. The interpolant
satisfies a partial differential equation of order 6p and approximates any sufficiently
smooth function to order 0(h3 /).

I. INTRODUCTION

The interpolation problem of constructing a smooth function of two or
more variables which assumes given values on the boundary ()r of a given
region r arises in many applications. So does the more general interpolation
problem of constructing, for a given positive integer p, a smooth function
defined over r having given values and normal derivatives ()J.ujan '· for
k ~= 0, ... , p - I on ar.

For r a disc and p = I, a satisfactory solution to this interpolation
problem is given by the Poisson integral formula. The resulting harmonic
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SMOOTH INTERPOLATION IN TRIANGLES 115

interpolant is that unique function which assumes the given boundary values
on aT and satisfies y2U 0 inside r. For p > I, there is a unique
polyharmonic interpolant which satisfies y 2Pu cc.~ 0 inside T and has the
appropriate normal derivatives on aT; this interpolant is given by an
analogous integral formula [10].

For T a rectangle with sides parallel to the axes and p = I, Mangeron [9]
found some decades ago an even simpler construction. The interpolant
which he constructed (and which is widely used by draftsmen in computer
aided design), he showed to be the unique solution of the differential equation
(4 U / i;x2 Cy 2 = 0 which assumes the given boundary values. A more direct
interpretation of this solution was given several years ago by Coons [2],
who also showed how to interpolate more generally, for any positive integer p,
to the values and first p - I normal derivatives of a function given on the
boundary ZR of a rectangle R, provided that the specified derivatives are
compatible at the corners and reasonably smooth. The resulting inter
polation scheme, which is very simple computationally, was later shown
by two of us [I] to give the unique solution of the differential equation
i I4 I'u!3x2fJ Cy 21' c= 0 for the prescribed boundary data. For any function
F fCC C4fJ(R), the order of accuracy of Coon's pth order scheme is 0(114 fJ ) in a
rectangle of diameter h.

In the present paper, we solve the corresponding problem for given
(compatible) boundary values and derivatives on the edges of a triangle T.
Our interpolating (or "blending") schemes are affinely invariant. Moreover,
for any values of p = I, 2, 3, ... , the interpolating function W interpolates

II,n
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IX,O)

(1,1- '+ yl

11,0)

FIG. 1. Standard triangle.
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to any F E C~I'( T) and to all of the fIrst p I derivatives of F. The "blending
functions" for these new interpolation schemes are rational functions which
are bounded in T. The pth order scheme has order of accuracy 0(1131 '), and
the interpolant satisfies an appropriate partial differential equation of
order 6p.

For algebraic simplicity, we shall let T denote the "standard triangle"
with vertices at (0, 0), (I, 0), and (I, I) in the (x - I')-plane: see Fig. I.
Any other triangle can be obtained from this standard triangle by an affine
transformation which carries polynomial and rational functions into poly
nomial and rational functions of the same degree, and preserves the order
of approximation. For example, the barrcemric (or "areal") coordinates
.:'0 I - X, .:'\ c-.-e X r, Z21' map it onto the triangle with vertices
(0,0), (I, a), (0. I) in the (;:"\' ;:"2)-plane. whose projective coordinates
(':-0' Z\ • Z2) are (I. O. 0), (0, I, 0). and (0. O. I). respectively.

2. SEMIGROLJP OF PROJECTORS

For any continuous function Fon T (FE C( T),consider the three projeClors

(idempotent linear operators) :P,: F >:Pi[F] Vi(x . .1') defined by thc
formulas

1-11~. :x:..1 F( v, l')
\ l' J .. ( 1'1)

Vix, Y) (Y ( .~.• I F(x,y), ( Ib)

X )' F(x 1. 0)
X l'

\.....1'___). F( I, I
I-x r

X r).

( Ie)

It is easy to check that each Vi represents simple linear interpolation along
segments parallel to the ith side of T. between the values assumed by F on
the other two sides. In other words, the graph;:" Vi(x, r) of each function
Vi =c :.Y'i[F] is a ruled surface which interpolates to F between two of the
three lines y ,0, x I, and x r. by rulings whose projections on the
x, .v-plane are parallel to those of the third side. This description is evidently
preserved under affine transformation.

We now consider the multiplicative semigroup which the ./'i generate
under left-composition. This is most easily determined by considering

C(T) L(T) Z(T) (2)

as the direct sum of the subspace L( T) of all linear functions in x und rand
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the subspace Z( T) of all functions g(x, y) which vanish at the three corners
of T. Evidently, each ;YJ; acts like the identity on L(T); hence so does every
product of (YJ; . Again, d'; annihilates every g (= Z( T) on the ith :>ide of aT,
and interpolates linearly along parallels to this side between the values
on the other two sides. Explicitly, for T the standard triangle, we have for
example

jj·YJAF] ~= (~=~~ )F(y, y)

and

( r--v)-"--"- [(I -- v) F(I, 0)I y.' . .. yF(I, I)], (3)

l')xF(l, 0)]; (-:x- F(x, x), (4)

which is not the same as .YJ1·YJ2 . (This is in contrast to the case of rectangles
treated in [I].)

It is interesting to note that even though the projections ji'YJj[F] and
'/)jl)i[F] (i j) are different bivariate functions, they do coincide on the
boundary of T:

(5)

From the previous results, we easily derive

whileY;YjYJ" (i, j, k distinct) projects Z( T) onto O. Therefore, the semigroup
generated by the projections contains ten elements, all of which are
projections. (A similar construction can be made for tetrahedra, etc.)

Now consider the interpolation schemes defined by the six quasi-Booleall
sums of projectors:

LEMMA I. The six quasi-Booleall sums defillcd by (6) all interpolaTe
to F on PT.

We omit the proof, which reduces to a straightforward computational
verification of the identities

U;;(x, 0) = F(x, 0), Vi)(I, y) F( I, y), V;/ y, y') ~= F( y, y) (7)

for all i j with i,j cc, 1,2,3.

COROLLARY. For all three pairs {i,j] with i j, the .limetion

·~[U,/X, y) VJr, y)] (8)
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interpolates to F on () T.

We can, of course, define the VII directly by

Vii Q" ./', (9)

LEMMA 2. The producl !j!I',.;/',/\ (i j " k i). in allr order. of
the three projeclors'!'1 ' 1'2 , :;/':\ defined by ( I a) (I c) is gil'en hr

where
L (10)

L(x,y),--,(I-x)F(O,O) i (x y)F(I,O) yF(I,I). (10')

In other words, the graph of:: L(x, .1') in X • .I\ ::-space is the plane
through the three vertices of the graph of :: F(x, r).

3. TRILINEAR BLENDING

With the help of the formulas of Section 2, it is easy to descnbc our first
symmetric interpolation scheme. We shall refer to this scheme as Irilinear
blending, since it is built up from the projectors ·I'i , and each .JfJ, interpolates
linearly in x, y, z-space between parallels to the ith side of T. The scheme
and some of its basic properties can be described as follows.

THEOREM l. LeI Q* be defined hr

.P]. ( I I)

Then Q* is a projector on CIT). Moreover, for any Fe C(T), the junction
VI/" = Q*[F] is given by

1 [. I '\ .
W(x, F)~' - \ 1- -.~-) F( 1', 1'), 2 1 \1-)' ,.

[(~~--=--L)' F(x, 0)
, .\

(
r. ]:~.) fIx, x)

\. 0). ('- ..-'~--) F(l, I '.\ .I)
. '\I-x y J

[( 1- x) F(O, 0) L\ r)F(1.0) T.rF(I, 1)]:. ( 121

Prool Again, the proof is straightforward, Note that the rational
weighting functions (blending functions) in (12) are continuous except at
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the corners of T. On the other hand, considered in pairs, the rational weighting
functions sum to I, and the functions being averaged (e.g., F( y, y) and
F( I, y) near the corner (I, I)) approach the same value. Hence, if FE C(T),

then WE C( T).

Remark. Note the interesting identities:

:J

Q * .,~ ~ "\ pi-- :~ L _.T;

i~1

(13)

,Y'J) 'J/' ,.)l (i j k i). (14)

Note that 'J/';2/ =-= 2 f J/'; =~ !fl for any
we obtain the equation

1,2,3. From this and (II),

( 15)

where 1 is the identity operator. From (15), we can interpret the construction
of W = Q*[F] as follows: First, pass a plane in x, y, z-space through the
corners of T, the graph of z = F(x, Y), and reduce to the graph of the func
tion F - !fl[F] which has zero corner values. Next interpolate linearly to
F - 2 J [F] between each of the three pairs of sides and take half the sum
of the funct;ons whose graphs are these three ruled surfaces. Then,

( 16)

COROLLARY (Maximum Principle). The interpolant W(x, y) 0/ Theorem I
satisfies

max! W(ll', v)T .
2 max j F(x, I')!.

('T' ."
(17)

1(F= 0 at the corners oj' T, the factor 2 can be replaced by 3(2. 1

Proof Consider (II), and note that

and

max !fl[F]i
T

max IF
[1'

max Fl.
?T

(i 1. 2, 3),

Use the triangle inequality to obtain (17). If F == 0 at the corners of T, then
..~.fJ[F] 0, in which case the factor 3/2 obtains.

I In formula (17) of [I]. a similar maximum principle is given for bilinearly blended
interpolation over the unit square. The bound given there, namely, maxs; U 2 maxcs

F , is valid only if F- 0 at the four corners of S. In general, the factor 2 must be replaced
by 3.
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THEOREM'" Let F be of class CI\ T), so that the houndarr wlues of Fare
at' class Cn. Then the interpolant W oj Theorem I satisfies the sixth order
partial differential equation

[
_r_ f _,_ L.r~ __
,rx (y \(x

W(Y, y) P[W] o.

Proof The result is essentially a consequence of the observation that,
in (la .- c) i,2U j !C'X2 0, (2U2!iy 2 o. i 2U;;/dx r)2 0, and (II). More
precisely, ?lj?X iy D(x y) acting on any term of (II) gives a function
E[ U,] which is of the first degree in one of x, l' and x y and. hence, satislies
£2[U,J O.

Remark. More generally. for any F C'( T), if the sum ( ex (1.1') is
interpreted as the vector derivative with respect to the vector (I. I). the
analog of (18) holds. This is obvious since the fifth derivative

(' (' i;
ey ex

(',~~')]
(y

then exists and is the sum of two zero terms and a function which is linear
in x for each fixed y. (Clearly, the six differential operators can be applied
in any order, giving 90 variants of (18) valid for any F ,= CO( Tl).

4. REMAINDER THEORY

We easily verify that the trilinear interpolation scheme of Section :; is
exact for linear and quadratic functions. (Try x( I x). and observe that
the exactness of Q* for x( I x) and invariance under affine transformation
implies the exactness of Q* for (1 y),v and for (x .1')( 1 x F),) It is
not exact for all cubic polynomial functions: thus, Q*[( I x) r(x .1')] O.
This suggests that the error in trilinear interpolation is QUil

) for a triangle
of diameter h. a result which we now prove as follows.

First. since trilinear interpolation is exact for linear functions. we can
assume that F vanishes at the corners. In this case. the function rl/(x, .1')

in (12) is the sum of six terms, each of which: (i) vanishes at the corners.
(ii) is defined in an affinely invariant way, and (iii) is equivalent to every
other term under the group of (six) affine transformations induced by
permuting the vertices. Hence. it suffices to consider in detail a single
summand in (l 2), since the class CI/( T) is also invariant under affine trans
formation; we choose yF(x. xlIx. Since F(O. 0) occ O. we can use the following
lemma.
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LEMMA 3. fff(x)E C"ll[O, x] andf(O) 0, then g(x) f(x)jxlC' C"[O, x].

Proof Using Taylor's theorem with remainder in integral form, an
elementary calculation gives

n

g(x) I f(l 11(0) x'/(/
1=--,,0

I)!
d' Y t) (\" - t)"-1I (II' 11(1) (-'-- --=------- dt. (l9a)
'0' • x. (11!)

We can ditTerentiate J1 times with respect to x under the integral sign; since
(x t)lx I I. the resulting integral will tend to zero as x -~ O. (However,

the functions x' and Xl E sin(l;x) show that one must assumefE C"! 1.)

More in detail. differentiating this series 11 times by Leibniz' rule (see
[8. p. 219]). we get

I) .('fl/l 11(.\) C(.\", t) dt.

where

But since d"(/lr);'dx" ""c L (~) /I'" /')/'(/.':

C(x, t) ~ (11) [(-I )/, (k!) t(X !.L_~]
I,Llk . _yl 1(11!)

Hence, setting, fix, we have

t /,--1

-X) .r

{11Ii11(0) II (-1)/' .\
glll)(x) ~" .----- +- I --~--T I ,( I

11 1 L1 (n -- k). '0

Applying the second law of the mean to each term of the final sum, we get

where

11

11 1.1, I --- . I a/,-I(l ..- a)da.
1.1 (n - k)! '0

(a

(I9b)

I -- T).

The last integral is 1/k(k .J I); hence.

1 /I I
K

II
= --,"- ...:.. I -;- e-. •

11 -- 1 /1 k(k c 1)(11- k)'
( 19c)
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It is important to show that the Vi c~c Yi[F] are IIniformly smooth. By
affine similarity, it suffices to consider the case of the vertex at (0,0) of the
"unit triangle" with vertices at (0,0), (1,0), and (I, I). Moreover, without
affecting any derivatives of order two or more, we can assume that F(O, 0)

F( 1,0) F( I, I) 0; this we do. Accordingly, we consider

G(x) ~~ [F(x, x) F(x,O)]/x.

Setting 1] Yix, we have

G(x)
I '"' LF- I 'c' (x, t) dt
X' O CoY

.• 1 iJI -.-, (x, x1]) (h).
'0 cJ

If FE C" I( T), it follows by Leibniz' rule (see [8, p. 219]) that G E C/[O, I].
Hence, V 2(x, y) = F(x,O) -;- yG(x) E C"(T). Although G(1I1,(X), and. hence,
('J/il U2!('X"il need not exist.

We now apply the preceding results to the error (remainder)

F(x, y) - W(x, y) ~~ R(x, y).

This is in C3( T) if FE CI( T); moreover, the kth partial derivatives of Ware
in bounded ratio to those of F; hence, the same is true of those of R.

THEOREM 3. If FE C4( T), then the error R = F -- W is 0(h3 ), lI'here h
is the diameter of T. 2

Proof Since R E C3( T) vanishes on x I, by Lemma 3 R ( I -- x)R] (x, y),

where R 1 E C2(T) vanishes on y = 0 and x = y. By Lemma 3 again,
R = (1- x) yR2(x, y), where R2 E CI(T). Applying the same reasoning a
third time, we have

F(x, y) = W(x, y) -t (I -- x) y(x- y) S(x, y). (20)

where S is continuous and bounded (indeed, uniformly bounded 1Il terms
of the maximum third derivative of F).

5. TRICUBIC BLENDING

We shall now show how to interpolate to boundary values and normaJ3
derivatives of smooth functions in triangles. We first consider the case of
cubic blending functions, p c= 2.

2 In a forthcoming paper entitled "Error Bounds for Smooth Interpolation in Triangles,"
R. E. Barnhill and Lois Mansfield provide alternative proofs for the error bounds given
in the present paper. Their proofs are based upon the Sard kernel theorem.

3 Formulas which interpolate to boundary values and to normal derivatives of orders
1.... , p - I automatically interpolate to all partial derivatives of orders 1..... p I, since
these are tangential derivatives of normal derivatives.
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As in Section 2, we begin with three projectors .,1'\ (i = 1,2, 3). Each},

replaces any F(x, y) E C1( T) by its cubic Hermite interpolant along parallels
to the ith side. Thus, for the projector Sii , set

x = (x ~- y)(1 - Y), (21 )

so that X ranges from 0 to I on any segment parallel to the side y =cc 0
between the sides x =c .I' and x === I. Then define

(22)

as follows:

;}l[F] == 1>l(X) F( y, Y) 1>2(X)( 1 - y) FA J', y)

+ 1>:lX) F(1, y) + 1>4(X)(1 - y) FAI, Y), (23a)

where X is given by (21) and

1>l(X) = X2(2X ~ 3) I,

1>3(X) = - X2(2X - 3),

1>iX) = X(X - 1)2,

1>iX) = X2(X - 1),
(23b)

are the "Hermite cardinal functions" for interpolation over [0, 1].
For :}2 and :)J!3 similar formulas hold, except that (21) is replaced by

. l'
X=-'-

x
if i = 2, and l'X c.~ •

l-x+y
if i = 3.

Explicitly, we have the projectors

;)J!?[F] = (y - X)2 (x + 2y) F(' 0) --L ~X)2 Y F ( , 0)- x 3 x, I x 2 y .\,

(24)

(1 - X)2 (3y - xi- 1) F(x _ , 0)
(1-x+JY ),

(x - 1)2 Y+ (1 - x -+- .1')2 [FAx - y, 0) -+ P,lx -- y, 0)]

+ y2( - 3x +- y + J) P(1 I _ x + ,)
(I - x +- y)3' )

y2(X - I)+ (I _ xt-- y)2 [Fx(l, 1 - x+- y) +- F,,(1, 1 - x + y)]. (25)
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These projectors have algebraic properties similar to those of the simpler
projectors studied in Section 2. For example. we have the following higher
order extension of Lemma I.

LEWvlA 4. For i,j 1,2,3, and i j, thefill1ctions Ci (.:I';f'jHF]

interpolate to FE C2('f) and its first-order normal derimtin! of iF! in on i T:

it- iFC,j liT F and " (26)
(/I (/1

Proof Consider the function C2 I'

(27)

On the sides of the triangle T the function f']:I'2[F] has the values

(F( r, r)

}F(O, 0) efl(X)

IF( I, 0) </,1 y)

on \.

FAO, 0) 0/2(.\)

on r
F,,( 1,0) ef2( Y)

on .\

r.

F( I, 0) ef;;(\)

0,

F( I, I) ef:l( r)

1.

F,( I, 0) efj(x)

F,,( I, 1) efl( .1')

(n)

where the functions ef; are the cubic Hermite cardinal functions of (23b).
1\1 oreover, along the two sides Y x and x I, the lirst-order directional
derivative (in any direction) of the functionfJ]:I'AF] coincides with that
offJ2[Fj. In particular, the directional derivatives off\fJAF] and .f)2[Fj
match those of F along .1' .c x. Along the remaining side. r O. we have
(i'l'r) ·:I'I·:I'2[F] (i!liy) ';'\[Fj. With these facts in mind. it is easy to verify
(26). For example, along rOwe have

elk'",O) -:I'M"]I
'!I l\ "II 11 II !)

which. sll1ce7\[F] .fiJ'AF] and1'2[F]
(12(X.0) Flx. 0). Similarly.

F(X.O) on r O. gives

From the foregoing arguments, we note that the first and third of the terms
on the right cancel and that the second is equal to F,,(x, 0) because of the
interpolatory properties of . Analogous considerations serve to establish
interpolation to F and its normal derivative along the remaining two sides
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of T. The other five possible cases for Dij follow by affine invariance and

symmetry.
Since each of the six functions D,j (if j) in Lemma 4 interpolates to F

and its first-order normal derivative along the boundary of T we have
the following symmetric tricubic blending scheme which is the analog of the
trilinear blending scheme of Theorem 1.

THEOREM 4. The .limction If' Q[F], where

Q
~

" }J, - 1 " j;J)"L - I l; L.. . I,' "

,. 1

(29)

and the ,J)i are gicen by (23), (24), and (25), satisfies

Gnd
rTV c''F" 'T. - ---C-" on (jon an . (30)

The other results of Sections 3 and 4 also have analogs for the tricubic
blending scheme of (29). For example, we have the following analog of
Theorem 2; its proof is similar.

THEOREM 5. If FE CU2(T), then TV =c Q[F] E CII(T) and, if Fe C12(T)

then

(31 )

Likewise, we have a straightforward analog of Theorem 3, again with
a similar proof.

THEOREM 6. I{ FE C'( T), then the error R ~ F·- Tr in tricl/bie Mending
is O(hl;), where It is lite diametl!r (d' T.

As a corollary of Theorem 6, we have

F(x, y)"o Tf:"(x, y) i [xy( I ,." x- .v)]2 i1(x, v),

6. HIGHER-ORDER INTERPOLATION

f] E C(T) (32)

The generalization of trilinear and tricubic blending in triangles to any
positive integer p is straightforward. Thus, for p 3, 4, 5, ... , define the
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three projectors ::P] I' to be the Hermite interpolants to the values and first
j1 1 (directional) derivatives (parallel to the ith side) on two sides of the
triangle T, interpolated along parallels to the third side. For example, the
function (/1 1' ./\"[F] is constructed by using the cardinal polynomials

1>1(X), 1>:VO.···.1>2)'(X). with X (x 1')( I 1') as in (21). defined for
Hern,ite interpolation between X 0 and X I as in [3. p. 37]. Thus.
for the interval [I'. I] with y fixed. we have

I'

UI I'(X, I') = L {1>,(X)(1
i ]

(33)

By the known properties of Hermite interpolation.

along the sides x =c~ y and x I for fJ- 0, I ..... p I.
For FE C4I'(T). the error in the preceding interpolation scheme is O(h'll').

and for FE Cll'( T) the interpolating function satisfies

[ i_ _~.'" 1_(
CX COl' \ ex

( ')',]"' W
C\",

o.

Affine Inl'Qriance

The formulas of Sections 2·-6 provide triangular analogs of the rectangular
formulas considered in [I], [2], and [6]. These triangular schemes havc
the geometrically appealing property of being affinely invariant. because to
interpolate to F and its normal derivatives of orders k I ..... p I is
equivalent to interpolating to F and all its partial derivatives of orders
k I ..... pi, and this is affinely invariant.

7. OTHER INTERPOLATION SCHEMI:S

Although the main purpose of this paper has been the derivations and
error analyses for the class of schemes in Sections I 6. we conclude by
constructing other formulas which also interpolate to the boundary values
of F on iT.

In Sections 2 and 3, we observed that the three elementary projectors
.:1'] • :1'.2' and :.;1-'3 generate ten functions-namely. Vi, (i. i I. 2, 3. with
i j), v'l) (i < j, with ii, 2) and W--all of which interpolate to an
arbitrary function F on iT. Moreover. any convex linear combination of
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these ten functions will also provide an interpolating function. Clearly.
the difference between any two such functions is a nontrivial function which
vanishes on cT. Such functions are potentially useful for surface design as

"correction displacements." since they alter the shape of a surface
z U(x. y) in the interior of T without affecting the boundary values.

We shall now show that by considering other projectors, it is easy to

derive still other functions which solve the same interpolation problem as
that of Section 3. For instance, by slightly altering the definitions of the
projectors (Ia) and (Ib) to

:1\[F] I - X)
(,'-'I-~ F(x. x) -c

- )

(.2_:~ y )' F(x. 0)
, .\

( ~::""'. .1~)F(I, 1'),
1- y __ .

(y/x) F(y, y).

(34a)

(34b)

we obtain the two interpol ants Z1 = (.1\ :Y~)[F] and Z~ (J)~ J\)[F]:

(_~:-_L,) F(x. 0) -r (~:=-L'j F( I, 1')
x ' ,I)' __ .

, ( y( 1- x)( I x- y) )
, (r- x) F(I, 0) +- --.---------.. '--, F( 1'. y),

. x( I -- .1') ,
(35a)

(
X - I' ' (' x- y )

Z~(x.l') == ---------x-.--) F(x, 0) +- -1':::':-7 F(I, y)

.J", (.1' r) F( I 0) .L (L(~__ .~,\")-(I__.:r- ~:L) F( r r) (35b)
., x( t- .r) " .. .

The reader can easily confirm that ZI = Z2 F on (T. and that

'?ll:Y~ ;-!l'2' Yj.

However, the projectors .1\' andYz' defined by

( Ix 'j I) F-T)'.- (Y/x (x, x) (36b)

do commute. Their Boolean sum 21\' :?l2 ' gives a function

Z3(X, Y)=' (?l1'Y z')[F]

- (~~L) F(x, 0) (:f =: :::) F(l,y)

'I . x· ,
(r - x) F( I. 0) + (-1--==--1-) (YiX) F(x. x). (37)
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which differs from any which have been previously derived, but it satisfi.es the
same interpolation conditions, viz., Z;J F on iT. (See [4. pp. 250-251].)

Finally, we consider another set of t\'I'O commutative projectors -YJ'; and .:IJ~

yJ~[F] xF(I,) .\). (3t\a)

From these, we obtain the formula Zj

(r/x) F(.V.I). (3t\b)

(~\_--}') F(x, 0) xF( I, y/x)

(.1'1') F(l, 0) IF(!. I) (.1' x) ny, x). (39)

The reader can easily confirm that Zj F on iT.
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